Animals
Need More
Friends

School Assemblies
Our Presentations are dynamic, exciting, and
leave a lasting impression. These are multimedia assemblies that deliver more than great
science, amazing nature, and a fun time. This
is an Assembly Program that helps students
understand and appreciate the importance of
concepts
like
"empathy",
"kindness",
"responsibility", and "stewardship".
In this new age, young people are not only
participating, but leading the way. We will
show students that each one of them makes a
difference. We discuss the community service
ethos and the need for student leadership.
Outstanding young role models in student
conservation are presented to inspire.
Our Regional Presenters are available for
unprecedented followup. They can help you
setup action teams after the assembly, what
we call, Local A-Teams, to help students put
into action the things they have learned. ATeams are a wonderful way to tap into young
people’s innate love for animals and see kids
develop their leadership skills. We want to be
not only informative, but effective. We offer a
generous scholarship program so that no
organization misses out on an assembly due
to lack of funds.

Worsening Crisis
Many of our most cherished species are in danger. Due
to habitat destruction, loss of biodiversity has reached
proportions that define this time as the greatest
Extinction Event since the disappearance of the
dinosaurs. Also, despite decades of conservation
messaging, poaching is at an all-time high. Poaching is
killing off our most treasured species. For example, on
average: 3 Tigers per week, and 50 Elephants, 4
Orangutans, 3 Rhinos and 2 Giant Pandas, are illegally
killed each day! We have lost 98% of many populations.
25% of all wildlife species are now threatened with
extinction within our lifetime! Too many people have
been ignoring this problem for too long. Today’s
children are the last generation that can save the many
species of exotic animals that we all know and love...
for time is running out. Saving species preserves the
Web of Life on which we all depend.
In association with...

Amphibian Survival Alliance

Youth-Leader.org
Yeah! A-Team!
Everybody wants to help
animals!

www.TearsInTheJungle.com

www.A-TeamForWildlife.org
LEARN, JOIN, DONATE, ONLINE
P.O. BOX 1344
ANGELS CAMP, CA 95222

209-225-9660

A non-profit environmental education organization.

This boy, Daniel, with his brother, William, two of our International A-Team
Members, has raised $720,000 to help save orangutans!

“Serving Youth Saving
Endangered species”

Membership/Local A-Teams
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Joining A-Team For Wildlife is like joining a
super club about animals, science, and
community service. Anyone under 19 can
become a Member and receive a host of
privileges and benefits.
Members
may join a Local ATeam or start their own
to join up with friends
who care about helping
endangered species.
Visit our website to
learn the whole
story. All kids love
being on the A-Team!
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International A-Team

Fundraising

We have gathered together the world’s most
amazing young champions of conservation to
form our International A-Team. Members have
access to their stories, pictures, videos and
advice. Members who demonstrate exceptional
activity may be invited to join this prestigious,
influential group. We provide services to
facilitate the careers of these Youth Leaders in
conservation. In addition to serving as valuable
role models, these International A-Team
members also serve as youth advisors to the
A-Team For Wildlife adult leadership.

In addition to education of the public about
the plight of endangered species, we are a
fundraising organization. Professional
conservationists involved in saving these
animals are in dire need of funds. Members
are coached in responsible fund raising
activities and how to set up small businesses
of their choice. We encourage
our kids to follow
their innate
interests and
talents in starting
campaigns.
Submitted
donations are
distributed by
management to vetted non-profit programs
working to save endangered species globally.

Exciting Educational Wildlife
Experiences
Our Members can compete for free trips to
wildlife adventures. Winners may receive a
free weekend for themselves and their
family at a regional Wildlife Preserve, major
zoo, or even a safari to the jungles of
another continent! We reward productive,
wildlife-saving behavior in exciting, lifechanging ways!

Subscription to the A-TeamForWildlife.org
website is free and offers our Newsletters
and announcements.
Membership is only $20 per year, and
provides all benefits.
Donations can be of any amount and
supports our youth education activities.
see

www.A-TeamForWildlife.org

Wild Life Website
The A-Team For Wildlife offers an extensive
website of information and activities as the
hub for learning for Members. In addition to
information about endangered wildlife, there
are blogs for members to carry on discussions,
videos and podcasts for learning from other
members, sound libraries of wildlife from
around the
world, Web
Cams of
exotic
animals,
campaign
assistance,
handouts,
and much
more.

